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Get Grammarly Business

Contact SalesLog in
AI Your Business Can 
Run With


Grammarly Business combines AI communication assistance with the knowledge of your entire organization to achieve results. Experience work with the intelligence you need, when you need it, where you’re already working.


Get Grammarly Business

Contact Sales


Take Product Tour ➔








Trusted By Teams at




























































































Accelerate Information Flow by Connecting Silos








Knowledge Share


Ensure relevant organizational information surfaces for each person at the right time, wherever they’re already working.











Brand Tone Profiles


Make the best impression on customers with real-time tone suggestions that align with your brand.











Style Guides


Empower every employee to create consistent, on-brand writing with dynamic in-line suggestions.
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Knowledge Share


Ensure relevant organizational information surfaces for each person at the right time, wherever they’re already working.











Brand Tone Profiles


Make the best impression on customers with real-time tone suggestions that align with your brand.











Style Guides


Empower every employee to create consistent, on-brand writing with dynamic in-line suggestions.













Drive Innovation by 
Cutting Routine Work








Generative AI


Discover faster ways to get things done with AI communication assistance infused with your company’s knowledge and brand voice.









Compose


Move everyone closer to the finish line when a short prompt can turn into a high-quality draft in seconds.





Rewrite


Revise writing with AI that instantly delivers new drafts based on length and tone preferences.





Ideate


Unblock and speed up content creation with ideas, outlines, and brainstorms generated with a prompt.





Reply


Help teams save time and draft thoughtful email replies quickly and with the right context.





Personalize


Enable teams to set a preferred voice and professional role so the writing generated is fit for purpose.













Writing Suggestions


Streamline workflows when everyone can communicate skillfully through advanced support.









Correctness


Find peace of mind when flawless, typo-free writing becomes standard practice.





Clarity


Ensure mutual understanding no matter how complex the subject matter.





Fluency


Improve customer trust and team performance when everyone’s English is delivered confidently.





Variety


Create more engaging content with suggestions that brighten and vary your writing.





Inclusivity


Support diversity, equity, and inclusion goals and keep every audience in mind with research-backed reminders.













Snippets


Save time and drive consistency when you scale effective language to entire teams quickly.









Customer Support


Systematize thoughtful responses to common problems and speed up resource sharing.





Sales


Drive consistency in outreach emails, contracts, and even referral requests.





Marketing


Capture and scale on-brand messaging, benefits statements, and product descriptions.





HR


Put your best-performing outreach messages in every recruiter’s hands.
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Snippets


Save time and drive consistency when you scale effective language to entire teams quickly.









Customer Support


Systematize thoughtful responses to common problems and speed up resource sharing.





Sales


Drive consistency in outreach emails, contracts, and even referral requests.





Marketing


Capture and scale on-brand messaging, benefits statements, and product descriptions.





HR


Put your best-performing outreach messages in every recruiter’s hands.


















Scale without scaling


“I used to spend 20–30 hours a week reviewing, rewriting, and coaching. Grammarly Business has cut that by at least half, and that’s allowed my team to scale without scaling.”

Neil Hamilton
Head of Editorial





Accelerate consistency


“Grammarly reduces the time our team spends reviewing written work. Grammarly Business brings value to our organization with both productivity and consistency.” 

Debbie Cotton
Internal Communications Lead 





Quality communication


“In a digital-first world, the quality of our writing is more important than ever before, and Grammarly  improves the quality and efficiency of how we communicate.”  

Dan Cane
CEO





Centralize brand standards


“Grammarly helped us consolidate our existing guides into one place, which included suggestions on how to spell and use our branded terms and partner names.” 

Janine Anderson 
Content Operations Manager





Improve your communication quality


“We want our frontline support engineers to appear as polished and professional as the senior engineers, and Grammarly Business plays an important role.” 

Narsi Subramanian
VP of Customer Support





Grow globally with this critical tool


“Grammarly Business is an irreplaceable tool. I believe this is a critical tool for supporting our global growth and meeting our customers’ expectations.”  

Jimmy Snyder  
Assoc. Director of Platform Support







Purpose-Built for Enterprise


Intelligent features designed to improve communication 
across your organization.







Privacy and Security


Grammarly uses 256-bit AES for files at rest and SSL/TLS for data in transit. Grammarly also complies with GDPR and the CCPA.





Integrations


Grammarly works with the tools you use every day: web browsers, desktop apps, email clients, Microsoft Office tools, and more.





Centralized Billing


Manage one subscription for your entire team and avoid the chaos of individual renewals.





Controls


Add, remove, or transfer accounts; assign roles; and manage permissions for security.





SAML Single Sign-On


Provide your team with a simple experience to onboard and access Grammarly, while also enforcing identity-related security controls.





Analytics


Filter insights through intuitive dashboards and see team strengths, opportunities, and measured improvements.







Keeping Your Words 
and Data Safe


We go to great lengths to ensure your data remains private and protected. Third-party compliance certifications and attestations validate our enterprise-grade security controls—so you can move forward with the knowledge that we’ve built every aspect of our product experience to uncompromising standards.

Learn about security at Grammarly











Learn More About  
Grammarly Business







Self-Guided Tour: Experience Grammarly Business
Boost your business results with AI-powered communication to drive growth. See our generative AI solution, built-in analytics, and enterprise-grade compatibility and security in action.
Feature




Case Study: How Zoom Championed the WFH World With Grammarly Business
On Demand
Customer Story
Case Study




The State of Business Communication:  New Threats and Opportunities
Report




How Grammarly’s Customer Support Team Uses Grammarly Business
On Demand




Browse Our Resources
Our resource library is full of Grammarly Business guides and case studies.
Resource





Connected Communication Is Open for Business


Join the 70,000 teams using Grammarly Business to work more  efficiently wherever they write.





Get Grammarly Business

Schedule a demo
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